
        

                                                     

                                              

 

                                                  Explanation about Our Volunteers                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

At first We are an association formed its self-voluntary, in order to help and organize refugees 

society towards the adequate and a life in their new society environment , because the gap is 

wide ,and the differences apply many requirements, to transfer someone to be an applicable 

succeed person build his future and participate beneficially in the society of United states . 

We have voluntary when we see there are some important require to be done for our society, and 

the voluntary work is applicable in the United states, as result we create an association and we 

select a number of people as an executive staff to lead and organize and plane and solve our 

cases as a society in Ohio state, the staff active from time to time as a volunteers to discuss the 

activities, while the president is full time volunteer in order to keep all activities of society. 

Although the association has membership sharing $10 a month, but it is a very little to keep any 

type of activities while can’t be collected from unemployed , new arrivals , and so the refugees 

situation to collect money from them, on the basis of this the president of association keep all his 

expenses and official needs by personally while he is doing the activities of association, by side 

of his home is the office of association and he need to travel to the different cities of Ohio state 

in order to solve some cases for the society. 

While we are a nonprofit association we got a profit license in order to go invest for keep our 

expenses and our yearly budget, but so we need a capital money to start investing, however we 

continued in this situation since our establishment in December 2012, although we succeed and 

progressed in some steps and completed our important foundation process, we need support if 

available, for this we must continue to create investment projects and contact somewhere to 

reflect our needs and our program in order to go ahead our objects and mission as volunteers for 

association and organization human activities where we are living and worldwide.   
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